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Task force initiates transition process

WWWBGVIEWSCOM

Student Veteran Task Force committee aims to help student soldiers ease into campus life after time in the military
Students
become the
teachers

future veterans coming into cam- earlier this summer, will submit
pus to help them out with the a formal report to the University
problems we've seen in the past at the end of the spring semester.
The report will offer suggestions to
and experienced."
When junior Brandon Chandler
Different ideas to improve improve the relationship between
was stationed in lapan and then student-veteran and campus student veterans and campus life,
Iraq, he knew his objective and relations were discussed during Holden said. This includes simplirole in the U.S. Marine Corps Tuesday's meet-and-greet spon- fying the paperwork that needs to
— defend the United States at all sored by the task force in the be filled out by veterans, assessing
Union. Yesterday was Veteran's where they should live on campus
costs.
But when Chandler arrived at Day.
and dealing with post-traumatic
Ultimately, the task force wants stress disorder.
the University, he felt lost.
Unlike the military, he said to help students reintegrate into
"Whatcanwedotohelpimprove
there was no entity representing campus life, while simplifying the their student experience at
campus experience, said found- Bowling Green State University?"
the student veterans on campus.
But this summer, Chandler was ing member Brett Holden, who Holden said. "I think one of the
one of several people who helped is an associate theatre and film things that we can do is to reach
start the Student Veteran Task professor.
out to them and let them know
"The Student Veteran Task Force there are individuals on this camForce.
"We're trying to help the cam- is here to assess the needs of stu- pus who care about what they will
pus become more veteran friend- dents on campus," the associate experience and want to see them
ly," Chandler said about the task theater and film professor said.
succeed."
The group, which was formed
force. "We are looking at the
The dynamic of having the stuB/AndyOurieland

MtfM Woodward
The BG News

The Methods program
provides real-life
lessons for Education
majors | Page 3

Racism is still
firmly rooted
in America
Guest columnist Ebony
Ross explains why she
thinks the U.S. is not
yet living in a postracial society and how
believing that
is harmful | Page 4

Vegan diet
devoured
Columnist Dave Morin
breaks out his "beef"
with vegans and
explains why
conquering the

MING

dent-veteran reprt'sentation on
campus is essential, said senior
Jacob Smith.
Smith, who was stationed in
Iraq in 2003, said veterans on
campus will now have an active
voice, with the help of the task
force looking out for their best
Newton
Chandler
interests. With dozens of orgaJunior said
Senior said
nizations representing different
task force
task force will
ethnicities, religions and cultures
on campus, having an entity lookis essential
achieve unity,
ing out for the best interest of vetfor the
erans is essential, he said
University.
Thisisalso why Holden believed
it was necessary to establish the
to help unify the 200-plus student
task force.
"This is a segment of our student veterans on campus, said senior
population whose needs need to Kristin Newton who also served
be met like we meet the needs in the U.S. Air I one from 1994of other groups of individuals on
See TASK FORCE Paqe2
this campus," I lolden said.
The task force was also created

Fantasy sports lias changed tlie
way many fans view professional
sports by becoming involved in
games they usually Mould not
watch.
Fantasy sports is an activity in
v^idh an individual acts asamanager and creates a team made of
up single players selected from the
various teams throughout a professional sports league and tries
to collect more points than other
teams within a specific league.
Points are collected by the individual performances, usually positive
statistics, of the players on
a team and each league
can establish its own

By Austin Arnold
Reporter

food pyramid is better
for health | Page 4

Chimp attack
victim shows
her face
The woman who was

points system.
The growing popularity of fantasy spons has led many, like junior
Bryan Hannan, to get proactive
about professional sports.
"I like fantasy football because
even ifyourfavoriteteam isn't playing, you can have players on your
fantasy team playing in another
game," Hannan said. "It gives you
some) h ing to n >ot for when watchingagame that normally wouldn't
SeeFANTASY|Page2

viciously attacked by a
chimpanzee earlier this
year reveals her scarred
face for the first time
on the Oprah Winfrey
show | Page 5

Football rivalry
stirs seniors
The Falcon football
rivalry against
Miami University
heats up, as the
current senior class has
never won against the
RedHawks|Pagt6

PHOtO ILLUSTRATION BY RYAN PIROG ANDALAINA BUMS

University internet policy
cracks down on illegal activity
ByTlmNalda
Reporter

Who would you
draft to your
fantasy team?

GRANT MALLORY
Freshman. Education

i

"Bruce

Willis." | Page 4

The University is doing all it
can to make sure students are
using the Internet responsibly.
The University uses a program called Audible Magic
to pinpoint students who are
using peer-to-peer networks.
The program is an application
on the network that helps to
determine when students are
downloading or sharing music
or movies illegally. If a student is determined to be doing
something illegal, Audible
Magic will automatically disable their Internet.
There are three levels of
punishment for offenders. A
first-time (level one) offender
has their ability to connect to
the Internet disabled for 24
hours. A second level offender
has their Internet disabled for
two weeks, and a level three
offender has their Internet
blocked until they meet with
Student Affairs.
Each semester, students are
given a two-week introductory
period so new students can
learn how the policy works.
During this time, students

"Expecting them
to know the
policy is kind of
guessing."
Kendra Rowe | Assistant Director

become acclimated to the
Acceptable Use Policy, which
informs them of acceptable
uses of the University network.
They are informed about the
rules of Internet use and punishment for offenses. After the
two weeks, the slate is wiped
clean and offenses from the
first two weeks are forgiven.
Assistant
Director
for
Technology and Assessment
Kendra Rowe said it is important that students be informed
about the Acceptable Use
Policy.
"Expecting them to know
the policy is kind of guessing," she said. "We're trying
to make sure they understand
the Acceptable Use Policy."
Before the program was
See INTERNET | Page 2

BGl accepted at more off-campus venues
ByAlisuWidman
Reporter

The BGl card's expansion to offcampus locations is exceeding
expectations and increasing students' purchasing power.
According to BGl Card
Services Manager lean Coffield,
September 11 marked the initiation of the new off-campus
expansion program, a partnership of BGl Card and a subsidy
of Blackboard that expanded the
use of BG Bucks. In the last two
months, the program has seen
a significant growth in student
users and interested merchants,
she said.
"There is a lot of growth. From
the students we've talked to. we
know they're excited about the
growth," shesaid. "Wewould like
to give students a lot of different
options and places to use their
card."
According to Coffield, Cinco
de Mayo on Wooster Street and
Easy Street Cafe" on South Main
Street have signed agreements
and will be accepting BGl cards
within the next few weeks. Papa
John's Pizza on South Main Street
is also now a confirmed acceptance location. She said one location, Big Boy on Wooster Street,
opted out of the new program.
The ultimate goal of the BGl

Card is to have it accepted citywide at locations like grocery
stores and automotive stores,
Coffield said.
"The information that we're
using is coming from a student
survey we did this past spring
where students were able to
respond 'here is where I want
to use my card,'" Coffield said.
"Those are the type of merchants
we would like to target because
students have asked for that. We
want a nice variety."
Freshman Olivia Wilson said
several of her friends use their B()
Bucks off-campus at least once
or twice a week at Domino's or
Chipotle Mexican Grill, a location Coffield said was a favorite
among students.
"An advantage of using your

BGl Card is you don't have to
carry cash or your credit card
around as much." Wilson said.
Despite that advantage, Wilson
said the execut ion of I he off-campus expansion by the University
was confusing because of the BGl
card's multiple fund accounts.
She said she prefers to use her
meal plan on campus and her
credit card off-campus with her
friends.
"This would be a good program
if the locations accepted meal
plans, since we already spend
so much on those," Wilson said.
Also, a lot of the lime the places
have trouble gelling the cards to
work, even where there is plenty
See BGl | Page 2
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BLOTTER

FANTASY
From Page 1

MONDAY NOV. 9
9:11A.M.
pi unant reported
unknown sub)ect(s) spra)
painted "joker and "chill all
day
iv paint on
the vinyl siding on back of a
building within the 5O0th block
of Colony Lane Damage was
valued $200.
4:43 P.M.
Complainant reported
juvoiii ■
■ i'(inn) In the
ecornt
N. Church and Clay streets.
6:49 PM.
>f Louisville,
Ohio, was Cited for inducing
' ! Tau Delta

7:07 P.M
ml reported
unknown subject(s) broke into
tory bedroom
■I her apartment
I00th block of E
load.
11 42 P.M.
ger. 21. of Bowling
. i
tod for
In i : i ipher. thin the 700th block of
Road.

TUESDAY NOV. 10
1259AM.
int reported loud
noise within the 700th
Napoleon.
3 13 A.M.
iny Clark. 25. of
Pcmberville. Ohio, was
arrested for burglary and disorderly conduct while intoxicated
unable to care for self within
the 800th block of Eighth St.
357AM.
Anthony Clark. 25. of
Pemberville. Ohio, was arrested for a second burglary within
the 800th block of Eighth St.

2:25 P.M.
Complainant reported an
unknown subject(s) kept calling and being rude.
6:19 P.M.
Cory Vail. 21. of Bowling
Green. Ohio, was arrested for
theft within the 100th block of
Gypsy Lane.
8:18 P.M
Complainant reported he was
robbed at knifepoint within the
1000th block of N. Main St.
9:05 P.M.
Dennies Collins. 40. and
Christian Johnson. 27. of
Bowling Green. Ohio, were
arrested for robbery within the
100th block W. Gypsy Lane.
941 P.M.
Complainant reported known
subject has been calling and
texting her threats and sexually
inappropriate messages.
1058 P.M.
Complainant reported loud
music/voices and residents
were warned for disorderly
conduct within the 900th block
of Klotz Road.

match-ups and understanding the
point system in your league are crucial to success, as well as luck. Which
has not been on his skle. he said.
"I'm doing awful so far, my record
is 1-7. I've had a kit of bad hick with
player injuries and busts," lie said.
Fantasy sport is not {list limited
to the National football League, in
most professional sports, there are
fantasy leagues available.
Although his football season lias
been horrible at times, I lestannan
sakl he is still might try oilier fantasy
sports,
Tin a big fan of football, so that's
how I got started, Ixit I would consider doing basketball and baseball"
he said.
Senior Kevin Krysh is a fantasy
player who is Involved in more than
nnestiort. I lesakl he started out with
football and then branched out to

hockey.
11:20 A.M.
Taylor Miller. 18, of Bowling
Green. Ohio, was cited for
underage possession of alcohol
within the 900th block of Klotz
Road
11:46 P.M.
Christian Johnson. 27. was
cited for possession of marijuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia within the 400th
block of S Enterprise St.

*

0 N LIN E: Go to bqvtews com for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
U you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

visit us out online @
WWW.

matter."
Haniian, who lias lieeti playing
fantasy football for three years, said
the dement of doubt makes fantasy
sports both Inn anil challenging,
"Yon don't always know who to
start each week," he sakl. "Vtm don't
know who will play well and what
lineup will work."
Kyle Hesterman, who is in the
same league as I lannan, sakl this
season is his first year participating
in fantasy football. I lesterman said

BGVlews

.com

"I've played fantasy footlxill the
longest, about six years, Ixil I also
have been playing fantasy hockey lor
three years," IK.' said.
Krysh sakl even with his experience in footlxill, winning two league
championships so far, fantasy hockey seems to lie a link" moredihicull.
"Hockey is more challenging
because you have to stay up on it
more.'' he said. "Football is a total of
17 games and is played on the weekends, but hockey is a much longer
season ami played througlioul the
week, so you have to check up on it
daily."
Krysh said he likes the challenge
of fantasy sports, but the competition with others is what he enjoys
the most.
"It's cool to beet your friends and
talk trash to your roommates as
well, Tie said.
I lannan also enjoy-, the rivalry
fantasy sports creates among
friends.
"It makesfbotbaUalot more exciting on Sundays. My group of friends
will come over and will bang out and
root against each other," he said.

TASK FORCE
From Page 1
2000 and in the reserves until
2008.
"As a military member, you
have a great community and
then you get into the university
life and you don't have that support," Newton said.
Newton said the task force
helps with unity, but is not so
easy to achieve.
According to the family
Educational Rights and Privacy
Act, the University is not allowed
to ask students if they served in
the military prior to enrolling at
the University.
Ilolden said by hosting events
such as the one on Tuesday, veterans will voluntarily want to
become active in promoting the
committee.
"By knowing that we have student veterans on campus ... we
can help make BGSU more of
a Student-veteran friendly campus," I [olden said.
The task force will also he

BG1
From
of money on them."
lulia Gold, a financial analyst
at Chlpotle's corporate office,
addressed concerns similar to
Wilson's.
"The terminal can sometimes
be slow, so that frustrates the
customer as well as the cashier,"
Cold said.
Gold said this problem is
being addressed by Blackboard.

the equipment provider, and the
conlusionoftheBGl card's three
separate fund accounts will
work itself out in time through
advertising. She said it does not
appear these minor problems
are keeping University students
fromChipotle.
"We have a great relationship
with college students in general,
and because we have a store
right by BGSU, we thought it
would he good to allow them to
use their BG1 card at Chipotle
when they are cash-strapped,"
Gold said. "I think it's going
really well. It's a great partnership, and we want to continue it
for years to come."
Freshman Tyler Buchanan
said students using BG1 cards

WWWBGVIEWS.COM
incorporating several different offices in uniting veterans
on campus. These entities will
provide the necessary services
needed for veterans to help east
the transition into student life.
They include the University's
Counseling Center, Residence
Life. Health Center and the
Multicultural Affairs office.
"(ietting organized as a student veteran group and helping
the University address another
student [population] can only
benefit the University and its
overall goal of helping all their
students achieve their academic,
educational goals," said loan
Bnriquez. advisor to the task
force and coordinator within the
Multicultural Affairs office.
F.nriquez said the SVTF will
be involved in many projects
including community service
and interacting with veterans
throughout Bowling Green.
Chandler, who fought for this
country, now is receptive to the
help being offered to him
"We're starting to see a lot of
good things coming out of this

off-campus have the benefit of
flexibility. I le said he uses his BG
Bucks off-campus about once a
week and has a heard nothing
but positive reactions concerning the off-campus expansion.
"The convenience of using the
pre-paid card instead of cash
out of your pocket is immense."
Buchanan said. "I guarantee
businesses have gained an
exceptional amount of business from Students accepting
the cards. Hopefully, in years
to come, many more businesses
will follow suit."
Coffield urges students to visit
the BG1 ("arc! Services section
of the University's Web site for
up-to-date listings of off-campus BG Bucks acceptance locations. Students can also visit the
BG1 Card Services Facebook fan
page for limited-time specials
merchants may pass on in the
future, she sti id.
Coffield said she expects the
list of acceptance locations will
grow as marketing increases.
"We've had few merchants call
usand ask tor more information,"
she said. "Through using the
BG1 Card, it's an added bonus
to get their name out there. It's
a win for us, the merchants and
the students."

Mealplan Giveaway

WINNERS!

•Save Your Ga«! FREE DELIVERY with Student ID. We'll Bring Your Groceries to You!

Icommitteel, Chandler said, "It's
just a way to bring in the new
veterans and show them how to
blend in and make the campus
experience more friendly."

INTERNET
From Page 1
in place, the University
received
cease-and-desist
orders informing them a
student was illegally downloading music or movies and
would then forward them to
Student Affairs to contact the
student.
Matthew Haschak, director
of Information Technology
Security and Networking,
said that before the program began, the University
received about 39 cease-anddesist orders a week. Since
the program has been implemented, that number has
dropped to about five a week.
Under the program, 216 students have reached first level
offense status, 46 reached
level two and only two have
reached level three.
AnotherissuetheUniversity
deals with is students setting
up their own routers, which
is against the Acceptable
Use Policy. This has become
an issue, because students
might connect to the Inlernet
through other students' routers, which weakens the
University network. Students
face the same penalties for
an illegal router that they do
for illegal downloads.
Haschak said a student
using a router can cause
problems for others using
that router.
"You're now taking blame
or causing a problem for a lot
of people," he said.
Rowe said all students
will face the same penalties,
regardless of whether the
router is theirs or not.
"They signed the same
Acceptable Use Policy," Rowe
added.
Bobby Pflum, residential
networking and operations
coordinator, said that a lot of
these problems are common
among freshmen. To combat
this, resident advisors are
instructed to check for routers when doing inspections.
"You have a lot of freshmen
who bring their own routers,"
he said. "It is very common
in McDonald, Kreischer, and
llarshman Iresidence halls)."
Freshman Breanna Davis is
a student who was suspended for a first level offense. She
said the punishment was fair,
and the program is good for
the University.
T think it's effective on
campus," she said.
The school does not turn
students in to any outside
authorities for breaking
the Acceptable Use Policy.
Haschak said that is not the
point.
"Our goal is to not punish
students," he said. "It's to
educate them."

CAMPUS
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Sophomore plans upgrade
for Jerome Library deck
By Matt Liass*
Reporter

AUiNABUZAS

'WK.IlTWS

Students enjoy their day off from school
CHALKING: Vice President of Student Affairs Ed Whipple takes a break from his afternoon jog to ask senior Danielle Saesny and
friend Paul Novess about theii chalk artwork. Novess. a student at OSU, will be commissioned in the Navy ne>t month, and he had
dtawn a ship and a helicopter on the sidewalk

Education majors get experience in the classroom
while learning through the Methods program
Early school placements help undergrads ease into student teaching
By Anthony Phillips
Reporter
For some education majors, the
first day in their Methods placements could be quite an interesting experience — and this
was the case for senior Manny
Alex.
Alex said out of everyone on
staff, including the secretaries,
the principal and the special
education teachers, he is the
only male in Hayes Elementary
in Fremont.
"It was interesting, I have lo
say, my first time walking into
the teacher's lounge," Alex said.
"They were talking about nursing a child and I did not know
how to participate in something
like that."
Alex said other than that awkward moment on his first day he
enjoys Methods.
Along with about 300 other
University students, Alex is in
the midst of his "professional
year" in the education department. The year begins with
Methods and ends with student
teaching.
Methods is a time when education majors learn in-depth
the methods and practices of
teaching.
Tim Murnen, the Adolescent
Young Adult (AYA) coordinator said Methods gets students
ready for student teaching.
"It is a practicum experience.
So, in Methods, students are still
in courses on campus for a good
part of the semester studyingthe
sort of theories and the methods — the practices they will
use in the classroom," Murnen
said. "And then a big component of methods is to go out for
an extended sort of field experience of about 4 to 5 weeks where
they have to be the teacher in
the classroom for part of (the
semester]."
Methods consists of courses
in their concentrations, such
as math and science, as well as
field experience where they can
teach, assist and observe in a
classroom setting.
Kathy Wilson, director of field
experience, said there are about
50 miles around the University
where students will be placed,
but students could be in more

than one school if they do not
students are essentially becoming jacks-of-all-tradcs and have
have a certain specialist in the
a series of Methods courses lo
placements.
Wilson said students are
reflect all the subjects they need
to cover.
placed in schools depending on
AYA students, Murnen said,
where they live, their specialization and what settings they are on the opposite side of the
spectrum because they only
have taught in. An example is
have one content Methods
if a student taught in an urban
school In the Toledo Public dis- course. The reason is because
trict, then they would be placed AYA students are content specific— they are learning to become
in a rural school to give them a
a math, science or social studies
diverse experience.
Wilson said some places stu- teacher.
Alex is in the middle of those
dents can be placed are Toledo
two, because he is in middle
Public, Fostoria, Napoleon and
childhood education, which has
Fremont.
two content areas. This means
Alex was placed in Fremont
and is one of several to have only he is learning to teach his content areas, math and science, to
one placement.
students from fourth to ninth
During his placement, Alex
grade.
has two mentors. One is the
Alex said for the most part, he
teacher in the class and the other
takes over a subject for about
is hired by the University.
seven to 10 days to teach stuMet hodsstudcntsarc required
to meet with their University dents and he co-teaches with
the actual teacher.
mentor a minimum of six times
Other than this, Murnen said
throughout the year.
students will assist the teacher
Murnen said the mentors are
usually retired teachers, super- and the school by making fliers
and bulletin boards, as well as
intendents or principals who live
observing lessons.
in or close to the areas students
Alex said Methods students on
can be placed.
Wilson said Methods is a vast a typical day are pretty busy.
"I would describe Methods
program with very many legs.
There are several different spe- — in terms of the work — as a
cializations such as special edu- collegiate nightmare," said Alex.
cation, early childhood, middle "Because it is not hard work, it
is just time consuming. That is
childhood and AYA, as well as
why it isa nightmare."
several others.
Alexsaidone week of Met hods
Wilson said they all have similar Methods outlines, but there was when he had classes from
noon to six, wrote one and a half
are several differences between
lesson plans, met for four hours
them.
For example, in the last five with other Methods students
weeks, Methods students are and then worked until five in
permanently in schools assist- the morning just to get everying, teaching and observing. thing done.
"That was like the worst week
However, AYA students tend to
start attendingtheirschoolsona in methods, got very little sleep,
daily basis a week after many of stressed out of your mind," Alex
said.
the other specializations.
Despite the workload, Alex
In several cases, students have
said he is having fun.
field experience days on Fridays
"(Other than the work,] it is
in their placements, with a full
week of being' in their place- a good time," said Alex. "You
ments sometime in the middle grow really close with your
other Methods students and you
of the semester and then the last
few weeks they are permanently almost become a family in the
hell you just walked in on."
in the field.
Alex said one thing future
Murnen said their content
Methods students need to do is
areas, like studying to be a math
teacher, also determine how prepare themselves and plan.
"If you fail to plan, you plan to
Methods will play out for them.
fail," Alex said.
Murnen said early childhood
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The deck of the Jerome I ibrary is
going to look different when the
fall semester of 2010 begins — all
because Of the dedication of one
student
Sophomore Clayton Stewart
has a lot on his plate, including the Undergraduate student
Government, being a morale captain, an At-Large Representative
On the College of Business Dean's
Advisory Council and he attends
Cru regularly,
"I still have time for homework,'' Stewart said, joking about
his busy schedule. He assured
thai lie enjoys even'organization
he is pan of. "If you don't enjoy
something, you don't do it."
Though he said he gives loo
percent to all die commitments
he is involved with, right now
he has his eyes on the library. As
an USG Scnator-At-Large since
spring. Stewart has dedicated his
time to the renovation project
for the facility, a project that had
been delayed in the past.
He said after joining USG he
hoped to do something that
would make a difference. Two
months later, he presented an
idea lo the members of summer USCi about different plans
for renovating the "run-down
appeal" of the library,
"Clayton approached us," said
Interim Dean Sara liushong. "It
was almost like fate."
She said after many years of
trying to focus on the issue, a lack
Of funds discouraged them and
held them back from moving
forward with a plan. Stewart told
her the deck looked nin-dovvn.
and from there they began to
brainstorm plans, price furniture, and changes to refurbish
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"...BGSU is moving
to the future. The
library is the heart of
the institution."
•
she will share with them the
I IniuTsiiy's liniil decision.
They're vet) enthusiastic
about the meeting, hut nervous
about the luck Friday the Kith
might bring.
"Maybe I'll bring my lucky rabbit's foot or something." Stewart

said
Stewarts progress with the
project has exceeded immensely,
his classmates and constituents have come to realize. He
said when walking out of a class,
there are two questions friends
like to ask him, including "...
going to US(i?" or "... going to
die library?"
He said USG has also been a
huge supporter of bis |>lans for
the library. I le said he feels USG
has been "very productive" over
the course of the semester, but
bei ause they an' a younger senate, they have a lot to leant.
I le did add that every aspect of
the University is represented in
USG and applauds the diversity
of the student government. He
represents the main students of
the Kreisi her Quadrangle, which
is a large proportion of freshman.
I le said that he wants to represent them the best he can.
Any progression that he goes
through with any organization
he is involved with will take time,
he said.
"We an' not just going to stand
still ... |but| some of the best
things are worth waiting for."
Stewart said.

Registration
Oct 19

Graduate Students

Oct 21

Non-Degree Graduate Students

Oct 27

Seniors

Oct 29

Juniors

Nov 10

Sophomores

Nov 12

Freshmen

Nov 16

Guest Students
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■ r.,
from 48am to 5pm Monday - Friday
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OIL CHANGE

Stewart said his idea lor the
library came from his time as a
tour guide last year I le said that
each lour showcased the dillcrenl main buildings on campus,
making stops at the library mice.
Potential incoming freshmen,
according to Stewart would con
slantly make comments about
the library being in bad condition.
When compared to the other
buildings on campus, the deck
of the library "lagged a little." said
Stewart.
"As a whole, BGSU is moving
to the future," Stewart said. "The
library is the heart of the Institution."
"Ills affecting lives, but it doesn't
reflect that," said Stewart, who
said thai all students find them
selves using the library at least
once in their college career.
Stewart has the University in
mind as his main priority wiien
planning for the library.
Stewart proposed the ideas for
the library to USG in lime, and
has followed through during the
semester.
"I'm really proud of what
IStewartl is doing," said USG
President Sundcep Mulgi. "He
is demonstrating exactly what a
senator should do."
There are many different plans
set for the library, but nothing
is set in stone. Discussion of a
Starbucks Coffee location moving into the lerome library has
quickly turned into talk with
Outtakes going in the facility
instead.
As for the deck, there's the
debate over just building on
top of the current dink or completely replacing it all together.
Stewart and liushong will know
more tomorrow, when they will
meet with the Head of Capital
Planning, Sheri Stoll, in which
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Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building
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"It gives you something to root for when watching a game that normally
wouldn't matter."
- Brian Hannan, junior, on the advantages of fantasy football [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Who wouldyou draft to your fantasy team?
The Incredible Hulk"

"Drew Brees."

"Reggie Bush"

"Jesus."

I*

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
CHRIS DOWNER.
Freshman,
History Education

MARGE ELKANICK.
Freshman.
Manne Biology

NINAKRIVONIC.
Sophomore.
Biology

THE LEGEND OF BONES MALONE

AMBER STULTZ.

a question? Give us your

Freshman.
Communications

feedback at bgviews.com.

ns missing out on some of
fe's greatest food opportunities
"I urge vegans to reconsider their decision.
It may be the cool and hipster thing to do,
but trends are always changing."

KEITH PAKIZ I THE BG NEWS

Racism still a problem in America
By Ebony Ro,»

"^e L,ave been taught to cry in silence."

Guest Columnist

I was recently asked by someone if I could imagine a world
or the United States without
racism. I responded, if they
could imagine standing with
no ground beneath their feet.'
Some may believe this analogy is a little barbaric. I beg to
differ.
This country of ours was
established and created
with the concepts of someone being superior and
someone else being inferior.
Unfortunately, those concepts
have resonated through time,
through institutions and now
have settled amongst the lives
of my generation.
I am affirmed that we do
not live in a post-racial society. It concerns me and others like me that some people
helieve we do. If this is so,
people of color have a bigger problem than before. I say
that because, in our past, racism was acknowledged and

not dismissed as something
intangible.
Today, many people, even
some people of color, are convinced that racism no longer
exists. This creates ignorance
among all people, and if people are ignorant, they will
accept anything being taught
to them. This is what has happened to my generation.
We have accepted what
we have been told and have
not bad the desire to ask the
hard questions. We must
have questions to understand
answers. We must not say
racism doesn't exist unless
we have tangible reasons to
believe it.
The world we live in can
only change if people start
demanding it. If we stay silent,
the problems and issues people of color encounter stay
ignored. I am convinced the
reason so many people believe
racism doesn't exist is due to a

lack of aggression on the part
of those trying to be heard.
We have been taught to cry in
silence.
In order for us to ever consider living in a world or
nation without racism, there
are certain ideals that need
to be established and erased.
We must understand racism is
rooted in this nation's foundation and must be uprooted by
new morals and ideas of its
law-abiding citizens.
We also must deconstruct
racism in our society and in
ourselves, starting with stereotypes of all people of color.
Anotherstep in the right direction is being willing to change.
We must not only discuss the
issue, but create change at its
insignificant forms.
1 was once told, "The only
things unable to be changed
are those bound by nature.''
Itacism is a fear developed by
man. So it can change, even if
it starts with our own fear.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenewscsibgnews.com..
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
GINA POTTHOFF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

Respond to Ebony at
thenews@bgnews.com

I.asl week, a good friend of
mine decided to go vegan. At
first I was slightly afraid. Did
this mean she would only eat
grass? Would I have to consume soy burgers with her?
After discussing the situation
with my old friend, I discovered that 1 didn't have to follow
in her footsteps. I could eat a
chicken sandwich in front of
her as long as I didn't describe
the deliciousness that is bird
smothered in barbecue sauce.
Afler her announcement, I
began to ponder whether going
vegan is the best route for all of
us. Should individuals give up
delicious steaks, hamburgers
and hot dogs for alfalfa sprouts
and lettuce? Should we abstain
from all animal products for
the sake of our health and
Mother Nature?
The answer, quite evidently,
is no. Meat and animal products are too delicious and
useful to be left uneaten and
unused.
Let's be clear, 1 have no "beef"
with vegetarians. Vegetarians
are making a conscious effort
to be healthier and I applaud
the effort. Vegetarians are
moderate in their quest to rid
their bodies of some of the
more harmful chemicals that
are no doubt in the assorted
meat products we omnivores
eat everyday.
I even condone the vegetarians who choose to abstain
from meat on ethical or moral
grounds. If a hamburger wasn't
so damn tasty, I might try to

become vegetarian as well. My
problem lies only with vegans
and their anti-American agenda.
According to my friend, true
vegans neither eat nor wear
anything from animals. Want
a delicious omelet? Sorry, eggs
are from chickens. Mow about
wearing an awesome Top Gun
bomber jacket out to the bars?
That is offensive, because
leather is made from sparrow
feathers or something.
Heing a vegan not only prevents you from eating delicious
meals, but it also obstructs
awesomeness. How can we
expect America to remain the
greatest country in the world
when vegans and their insidious agenda are undermining
our strength in body as well as
our fancy clothing lines?
It is often claimed, whether
truthful or not. that vegans
are more healthy than their
omnivore and vegetarian
counterparts. According to my
research, this is nothing more
than a lie. Since vegans only
eat grass and drink water, (heir
bodies have transformed into
a hutnan-tree hybrid — a most
unusual and unnatural being.
Omnivores and vegetarians,
in contrast, are feeding on
both animal and plant material. Instead of relying on grass
and seaweed to gain nutrients,
we harness all types of food
products. We conquer the food
pyramid, knowingfull well that
when our body craves protein,
we can consume a ham or egg

sandwich.

Most of us can agree that
attending a party and conversing with different people is
enjoyable. Summer picnics and
BBQs are egalitarian events
where everyone, regardless
of their race, religion, color or
creed, can come together over
good food and enjoy each other's company. Vegetarians and
omnivores can co-mingle at
social events, but can vegans?
No. vegans tend to be the
"Buzz Killingtons" at the party.
The vegan will complain that
there is nothing for him or her
to cat. He will criticize the food
as if it had feelings. Whereas
omnivores can always pick
up a hot dog to feed their face
and vegetarians can always eat
salad, the vegan goes hungry
and grows irritable knowing he
made the wrong life choice in
foregoing meat.
I urge vegans to reconsider their decision. It may be
the cool and hipster thing to
do right now, but trends are
always changing. It will only be
a matter of time before skinny
jeans. PBR and veganism are
no longer considered ironic.
For the sake of everything that
is good and delicious, stop by
the Corner Grill sometime and
try to exchange your grass for
a nice greasy hamburger. You
will thank me for it.
Respond to Dane at
thenews@bgnews.com

419-372-6966
thenews@bgnews.com
210 West Hall
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Check out the sports
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athletics.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
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and Guest Columns are printed
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printed.
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LAPD hunts man
they said poured
acid on girlfriend

Las Vegas police raid
six dells Angels
location

III. man gets death
penalty in 1983
slaying

Calif man charged
with wearing
unearned medals

Michelle Obama said
veterans' skills can
help at home

Obama honors veterans at Arlington
cemetery

LOS ANGELES(AP)-Poke
in Los Angeles ate seeking a man
(hey say tortured, raped and poured
battery acid on his girlfriend during a
Halloween attack.

LAS VEGAS-Six Hells Angels
motorcycle club locations were
raided yesterday in an investigation
of a brawl that left two people with
stab wounds at a Las Vegas wedding
chapel nearly a year ago. police said

WHEATON. Ill (AP)-An Illinois
|ury has decided that a convicted
killer should be put to death for the
1983 kidnapping, rape and murder of
a 10-year-old girl.

PALM SPRINGS. Calif (AP) - A
Palm Springs man who was never m
the military has been cliarged with
wearing the Navy's highest honor

WASHINGTON-Firstlady
Michelle Obama said many veil
want their lives to be tours of duty
because they have the will and skills
to serve their communities after they
return home.

ARLINGTON. Va.(AP)
- President Barack Obama carried
out the traditional Veterans Day
role yesterday, then made a surprise
visit to a part of Arlington National
Cemetery reserved for troops killed
in Iraq and Afghanistan, walking
among the grave sites and talking to
mourners

Police said 50-year-old Miguel
Herrera got into a heated argument
with the woman after she showed
up late at his South Los Angeles
apartment.
Capt. Art Miller said yesterday
that Herrera told the woman he
wanted to teach her a lesson. Miller
said he punched the woman, stabbed
her with a knife, whipped her with an
electrical cord, poured acid on her
and tried to make her drink the acid.
Miller said Herrera raped her before
letting her go
Police said Herrera followed the
woman's car but she eluded him
She was treated at a hospital and
released.

There were no confrontations or
injuries when heavily armed police
SWAT and intelligence unit investigators served warrants at dawn at
sites that included a Hells Angels
clubhouse about five miles northwest
of downtown Las Vegas, police Lt
Dave Logue said
Homes in Las Vegas and
Henderson also were searched
"It involves the wedding chapel
stabbings as well as another current
investigation regarding our local
Hells Angels club." Logue said "We
were looking for specific items..
including business records "

The mother of Jeanrne Nicanco
(nihk-AIR-ih-koh) gasped and put
her hand over her mouth yesterday
as the bailiff read the verdict at Brian
Dugans sentencing hearing.
Jurors deliberated for 10 hours
over two days before reaching their
decision
Dugan showed no apparent emoThe 53-year-old pleaded guilty in
July, hoping a jury would sentence
him to life in prison.

Federal prosecutors in Los
Angeles said 59-year old Steven
Burton was photographed wearing the Navy Cross abrrg with the
Bronze Star, the Purple Heart and
other medals
The U S attorney's office sard
yesterday that a Navy commander
attending her high school reunion
noticed Burton wearing a Marine
uniform with the medals and contacted the FBI

She told service groups and student veterans at George Washington
University that what service members learned abroad is what communities need to overcome challenges
at home.

In his brief speech after a wreathlaymcj at the Tomb of the Unknowns.
Obama paid fond tribute to the
determination of the US military.
from those who served generations ago to todays troops fighting
in Afghanistan. Iraq and missions
around the world.

The first lady said veterans'
leadership skills could help neighborhoods recover from natural disasters
Veterans could also mentor students
in the classroom

"To all ol them - to our veterans.
to the fallen aid to their families
- there is no tribute, no commemoration, no praise that can truly match
the magnitude of your service and
your sacrifice, he said

- Christine Simmons (AP)

He's been serving life sentences
since 1985 for two unrelated murders.

No arrests were made. The sealed
warrants were not released.

Obama pledged he would do
right by all veterans and families, sayAmerica will not let you down."

-KenRitter(AP)

Stench returns near the Ohio
house that had 11 dead bodies
By Thomas J. Shrrr.in
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND — A stench
around the home of a suspected serial killer returned
stronger than ever yesterday
as police searched the house
next door for more bodies
and carried out bags of evidence.
"It's like it got worse,"
said 22-year-old neighbor
Terrance Johnson. "It smells
had in the air, like death."
I'our plain-clothes officers carried bags of evidence from the house next
door to Anthony Sowell's
early yesterday afternoon,
but police did not indicate
what had been removed.

buid UOM ki\Ouj ? ? ?

The word
"Checkmate" in
chess comes from
the Persian phrase
"Shah Mat", which
means "the king
is dead".

The red-painted house next
to Sowell's appeared to be
abandoned but in good
shape, aside from a broken
porch railing.
The 50-year-old Sovvell
has been charged with five
counts of aggravated murder, lie was indicted Monday
on one count of attempted
murder, two counts of rape,
two counts of kidnapping
and two counts of felonious
assault in an alleged attack
Sept. 22 that led to the search
of his home.
The east-side neighborhood had reeked off and on
for several years, and residents had blamed the odor
on a broken sewer or a nearby sausage shop. Now, most
think the smell came from

"It's like got worse.Jt
smells bad in the air

like death."
Terrence Johnson | Neighbor
decomposing bodies.
Neighbors blamed yesterday's renewed odor on
increased
activity
near
Sowell's house. FBI agents
planned to conduct a thermal-energy search of the
property next door later yesterday. Makers of thermalimaging devices say they
can help police find buried
bodies because dirt that has
been turned over radiates
heat differently than compacted soil.

Woman attacked, reveals face on Oprah
Connecticut woman's hands, nose, lips and eyelids ripped off by chimp
By Caryn Rousseau
The Associated Press
CHICAGO — A Connecticut
woman who was attacked
by a 200-pound chimpanzee
revealed her heavily disfigured face on television yesterday, saying she is blind and
has to eat through a straw, but
isn't angry.
"1 don't even think about it."
Charla Nash said on yesterday's episode of "The Oprah
Winfrey Show." "And there's
no time for that anyways

because I need to heal, you
know, not look backwards."
Winfrey removed Nash's
hat and veil to reveal her face,
which was swollen and damaged beyond recognition. She
had a large scar near the bottom of her face and a large
piece of skin where her nose
had been.
The Feb. 16 attack occurred
when the animal's owner,
Sandra Herald, asked Nash,
her friend and employee, to
help lure the animal back into
her house in Stamford, Conn.
The chimpanzee ripped oil

Nash's hands, nose, lips and
eyelids.
Police shot and killed the
animal. Nash has been hospitalized Since. She remains
in stable condition at the
Cleveland Clinic in Ohio.
Nash told Winfrey that she is
not in pain, but can't breathe
through her nose and has to
eat through a straw. She said
she doesn't touch her face very
often.
"I know that I have my forehead." Nash said. "It feels like
just patches ol tape or gauze or
covering, covering my lace."

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www. preferredpropertiesco. com

HUH YOUR HOME XT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apis
Updated Birchwood (small pel allowed)
Mini Mall Apts (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-4.30
530 S Maple St.
419-352-9378
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Bentwood Estates Ltd.
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NO MONEY DOWN
when you sign a 12 month lease
starting In May 2010

Hillsdale 3 Bedroom
Townhouses
up to 5 people w/ no
extra cost, full basement,
washer & dryer,
dishwasher,
garbage disposal,
central air and heat,
carports
1045 N Main St
Bowling Green. OH 43402
419-353-5800
_^-~^—
meccabgcom
JHECCA
in(o@meccabg com lUHnmntm.

ONLY$l,050°°/mo. + util.
Amenities: washef/dryer
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!as log fireplace
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large yard
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FILLETING THE FALCONS

SPORT

Log on to www.bgnewssports.com to listen to
another edition of The BG News sports podcast
"Filleting the Falcons: Taking a deeper look into BG
sports"
Turxby,NovOTibg« 7.2009 6

FALCONS

REDHAWKS

Now Or Never
«FREDDIE BARNES

TYLER SHEEHAN»

With 0-3 record against Miami, BG seniors
have one more chance to win in rivarly
By Scan Shapiro
Assistant Sports Editor
lyier Sheehan grew up In
( incinnati, about 35 miles from
tin- campus of Miami Uri iversity.
Hut while the BG senior quarterback will have a solid contingency of friends and family in
the stands, the rivalry' with the
Itedllawks has not been kind
to Sheehan or his teammates as
of late.
The Falcons' current senior
class has never beaten the
Red I lawks. In fact it's the only
Mid-American Conference team
where B(j trails the all-time
series (41-19-5).
"I feel it's extremely important
10 win, because wc know what
the rivalry is," Sheehan said.
We know what ourselves and a
lot of former players have said
about this game, and we've let
some opportunities slip in the
past three years."
last season BG was a favorite
against the RedHawks, but still
failed to pick up the win despite

holding a 20-14 lead entering the

"I feel it's extremely important to win,
because we know what the rivalry is. We
know what ourselves and a lot of former

History of Heartbreak
RedHawk dominance: Miami is the only MAC

players have said..."
Iieehan I Quarterback
fourth quarter.
One year after the 27-20 loss
at home, IK) will look to avenge
last year's miscues, as they once
again are a favorite when they
meet a Miami team who is 1-9
on the season.
Despite Miami's struggles this
season, they've been playing better asoflate. picking up their first
win of the season against Toledo
two weeks ago and then only
falling by two points to MAC
East leader Temple last week.
"We're really glad the extra
couple of days, because wc
needed to get ready," BG coach
Dave Clawson said. "It's a big
game for us and when it comes
to November football you don't
even need to look at the record."

Even though Miami has a
weaker record than BG, they've
also played a strong schedule
this season, which includes
Kentucky, Northwestern and
nationally ranked schools Boise
State and Cincinnati.
That, combined with the
rivalry between the schools, has
helped reinforce that no one on
the BG sideline will be overlooking the RedHawks.
This game will also be the
first rendition of the rivalry for
Clawson and first-year Miami
coach Mike Haywood, who will
both be expected to deliver a
See FOOTBALL I

HO

team BG trails the all-time series against, 41-19-5.
2006: In the final game with natural grass at Doyt
Perry Stadium, Miami won 9-7.
2007: On the day Ben Roethlisberger's No. 7 was
retired, BG was demolished 47-14.
2008: Even though BG led 20-14 in the fourth
guarter, Miami rallied to win 27-20.
VOLLEYBALL

Became a Facebook fan

The 51 names to know this season

Become a fan of The BG Nevjs sports

In the second of a two part series. The BG News

department on Facebook. Log on to

looks at the top 25 of 51 names you need to know

this evening at 7 p.m. BG who is 11-18 this

your account and search for "BG News

the 2009-10 Mid-American Conference basketbal
season | Page 8

to continue a brief winning streak as

Sports" to become a fan.

alcons host Kent State
neither (pictured) and her teammates take on

tint in the Centennial Cup. | Page 7

QUOTABLE
MARC LARSON
On his injury last season
"[I was] sitting on the sidelines, not
being able to play and knowing I
could have made a difference out
there on the court"

SPORTS
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Putting injury behind him

8
2

Fully recovered from knee injury

2
6

By Stan Shapiro
Assistant Sports Editor
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Ian. 24, 2009 was a key date for
the BG men's basketball program last season.
On the heels of three straight
Mid-American Conference losses, the Falcons were looking to
turn around its season as they
traveled to Athens for a conference match-up with Ohio.
At the end of the evening it was
the Falcons celebrating a hardfought 52-51 win, but in the final
minute of action center Marc
Larson was seen visibly struggling to make his way around
the court.
Six days later he had a seasonending knee surgery to repair a
torn meniscus in his left knee,
and the juniorcenterwasforced
to watch BG's regular season
conference title run from the
sidelines.
"|I wasl sitting on the sidelines, not being able to play and
knowing I could have made
a difference out there on the
court," Larson said. "It's frustrating not being able to help
lyour teammatesi when you
know you can be making a difference."
While his teammates were
working hard on the court,
Larson had to work just as
hard at his recovery, taking
simple steps in order to regain
simple basketball skills he had
been working on his whole
life.
Despite the painstakingly slow
process of going from simply
being able to walk without pain,
to eventually starting to run and

9

make cuts, Larson made a full
recovery in time for his senior
season.
"With the knee injury that took
about four months before I was
back to playing again, I had to
work through a lot of scar tissue that built up from surgery,"
Larson said.
A native of Mattawan, Mich.
Larson never imagined missing
most of his junior year due lo
injury, but still made the most of
his time on the floor, averaging
over four rebounds a game in his
12 starts and finishing second on
the team with 17 blocked shots.
Of his 53 rebounds last season, none was bigger than his
hustle play with five seconds
left against Georgia State. As
he grabbed the offensive board,
he kicked the ball out to teammate Joe lakubowski who hit the
game winning three-pointer as
time expired.
With all his success in limited
action last season, coach Louis
Orr is expecting more out of
the senior this season, after he
entered camp 10-to-12 pounds
lighter than his playing weight
last season.
In addition to the full recovery
and the weight loss, Orr believes
Larson is moving much quicker
at both ends of the floor through
training camp this season.
That could be a very good sign
for BG, as they will rely on a trio
of seniors to make their presence felt at the basket.
In addition to Larson, Otis Polk
and Erik Marshall will give BG
depth up front, as they should
always have at least one player
6-foot-7 or taller on the court.
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Larson is ready to make impact
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles 'or FREE.
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prizes at
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BACK IN THE GAME: After missing IS games last season with an injury lo his left
knee. Marc Larson ts bad at 100 percent, according to coach Louis Orr

While their size alone won't
make them a dominant force,
Orr's ability to rotate big men
and not worry about fatigue
will allow all three players to
give a full effort at both ends
of the court.
"My challenge to Marc, Otis
and Erik is to play at both ends
of the court and they have to
rebound the basketball," Orr
said.

folk, who stands at 6-foot9, has seen firsthand how his
teammate has improved from
last season, as the two guard
each other every day in practice.
"|Larson| worked real hard
this summer," Polk said. "I
think he came a long way
from last year. I'm look forward to playing with him this
year."

Taking a look
back at 1959:

Volleyball hosts Kent State in
second to last match of the season
"Recently, this is the

ByChriaSojka
Reporter

With only two matches left
in regular season play, coach
Denise Van De Walle still isn't
quite sure if the volleyball team
has peaked.
But after tonight, she'll have
an answer.
Kent State (13-15, 6-8 MidAmerican Conference) will be
at Anderson Arena tonight at 7
p.m. to take on the Falcons (1118,4-10 MAC).
"Recently, this is the best volleyball we've played as a team,"
Van De Walle said. "If it took
the embarrassing 25-5 loss ! lust
Saturdayl to wake up, we'll take
it"
The Golden Flashes just
recently snapped a five-match
losing streak when they swept
Buffalo and Akron last weekend.Thewingavethemahome
match in the opening round of
the MAC tournament.
Kent's Arjola Prenga has
been tough for opponents
to handle this season as she
ranks among the top-30 in the
country with 4.29 kills per set.
Liva Brivule is also a threat as
she posts an average of 3.04
kills per set.
"Those two get the job done,"
Van De Walle said. "Anyone
who watches them will be able
to see that."
As a team, Kent blocks really
well, averaging an impressive
2.58 blocks per set.

best volleyball we've
played as a team"
Denise Van De Walle I Coach

Van De Walle thought this
week's practice was about the
same as any other.
"It was OK," she said. "This
season, the team personality
has been on the quiet side. It
was good and solid, so probably
about the same as every other
week."
But something was a little
different this week.
Senior Shari Luther is now
in the NCAA's top 25 in attack
percentage this week. She leads
the MAC with a 3.75 hitting percentage.
Van De Walle thinks a lot
of her middle hitter and her
accomplishment.
"She's always consistent and
there's never any drama with
her," Van De Walle said. "The
team respects her a lot and
she doesn't make a lot of mistakes."
Van De Walle knows Luther
and the rest of the Falcons are
ready for Kent.
"It's going to be a battle,"
she said. "They're a very good,
physical team. They play very
hard. We've got a lot of fight
and character out on the floor,
sol think we're ready."

ENOCH WU

Editor's Note: This
is a reprint from
the Nov. 10,1959
issue of The BG
News. This is the
seventh in a nine
week series where
we will republish
the recaps from
the undefeated
1959 Falcon football team.
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KILLER: Kaitlin Jackson goes up for a kill earlier this season against Akron. Jackson and
her teammates close out their regular season this weekend with a pair of matches.
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FALCONS I REDHAWKS

Now Or Never
«FREDDIE BARNES

TYLERSHEEHAN»

With 0-3 record against Miami, BG seniors
have one more chance to win in rivarly
"I feel it's extremely important to win,

By Scan Shapiro

Sheehan grew up in
( incinnati, aboul 35 miles from
la i ampusol Miami University.
Bui while ihe BG senior quark will have .1 solid contin_v:n j (ii friends and family in
mils, ihe rivalry with the
iledl lawks has nol been kind
in Sheehan or his teammates as
11! late.
Ihe Falcons' current senior
class has nevei beaten the
Red I lawks, In feel it's the onlj
Mid American Conference team
ivhcre IK. trails the all-time
series (41-19-5).
1 feel it's extremely important
to win, because we know whai
the rivalr) is." Sheehan said.
We know what ourselves and a
loi ol formei players have said
aboul diis game, and we've lei
Mime opportunities slip in ihe
pasi three years."
I asi season li(. was a favorite
.igainsl Ihe Hedl lawks, hill slill

failed in pick up the win despite
holdinga .'ii 11 lead entering the

because we know what the rivalry is. We
know what ourselves and a lot of former

Red Hawk dominance: Miami is the only MAC

players have said..."
fourth quarter,
One year .itHI the \ 20 loss
at home, in, uiii look to avenge
last year's misi ues, as the) once
again are ,1 Favorite when they
meel a Miami team who is 1 9
on the season.
Despite Miami's struggles this
season, they've been playing bet
lei asoflate.pk kinguptheii firsi
win of the season against loledo
two weeks ago and ihen only
hilling by two points 10 M \i
I asi leadei temple last week.
\\i re rcall) glad ihe extra
couple ol days, bei ause we
needed lo gel ready, BCi 1 oach
Dave Clawson said. "It's a big
game for us and when ii 1 nines
10 Novcmbei football you don't
even need lo lunk ,11 the record."

Even though Miami has a
weaker record than BG, they've
also played a Strong schedule
ihis season, which includes
Kentucky, Northwestern and
national!) ranked schools Boise
State and Cincinnati.
That, combined with ihe
rivalry between the schools, lias
helped reinforce thai no one on
the BG sideline will he overlooking the lledllauks.
Ihis game will also he the
lust rendition of the rivalry lor
Clawson and first-year Miami
coach Mike I lay wood, who will
both he expected to deliver a
SwFOOTBALL. Page 10

Became a Facebook fan

The 51 names to know this season

Become a (an of The BG News sports

In (he second of a two part series. The BG News

depaitment on Facebook Log on to

looks at the lop 2S of 51 names you need lo know for

your account and search for "BG News

the 2009-10 Mid-American Conference basketball

Sports to become a fan

season | Page 8

History of Heartbreak
team BG trails the all-time series against, 41-19-5.
2006: In the final game with natural grass at
Perry Stadium, Miami won 9-7
2007: On the day Ben Roethlisberger's No. 7 was
retired, BG was demolished 47-14.
2008: Even though BG led 20-14 in the fourth
quarter, Miami rallied to win 27-20.

alcons host Kent State
Luther (pictured) and her teammates take on
g this evening al 7 p.m. BG who is 11-18 this
'

to continue a brief winning streak as
well as gail^^oint in the Centennial Cup | Page 7

n

MARC LARSON
On his injury last season
"[I v/as] sitting on the sidelines, not
being able to play and knowing I
could have made a difference out
there on the court"

SPORTS
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Putting injury behind him

8
2

Fully recovered from knee injury
Larson is ready to make impact
By Sean Shapiro
Assistant Sports bditor

2

At the end ofthe evening it was
the Falcons celebrating a hard
fought r>2-f)l win. hut ill the dual
minute of aetion center Marc
I arson was seen visibly strug
gling to make his way around
the court.
Six days later he had a seasonending knee surgery to repair a
torn meniscus in his left knee,
and thi' junior center was forced
to watch B(i's regular season
conference title run from the
sidelines.
"|l wasl sitting on the side
lines, not being able to play and
knowing I could have made
a difference out there on the
court,'' Larson said. "It's frustrating not being able to help
lyour teammatesl when you
know you can be making a difference."
While his teammates were
working hard on the court,
Larson had to work just as
hard at his recovery, taking
simple steps in order to regain
simple basketball skills he had
been working on his whole
life.
Despite the painstakingly slow
process of going from simply
being able to walk without pain,
to eventually starting to run and

9

in regular season play, coach
Denise Van De Walle still isn't
quite sure if the volleyball learn
has peaked.
But after tonight, she'll have
an answer.
Kent Stale (13-15. B-H Mid
American Conference) will be
at Anderson Arena tonight at 7
p.m. to take on the lalcons (1118,4-10 MAC).
"Recently, this is the best volleyball we've played as a team.''
Vim De Walle said. "If it took
the embarrassing 25-5 loss (last
Saturdayl to wake up, we'll take
it."
The Golden flashes just
recently snapped a five-match
losing streak when they swept
Buffalo and Akron last weekend.The win gavethem a home
match in the opening round of
the MAC tournament.
Kent's Arjola Prenga has
been tough for opponents
to handle this season as she
ranks among the top-30 in the
country with 4.29 kills per set.
l.iva Hrivule is also a threat as
she posts an average of 3.04
kills per set.
"Those two get the job done,"
Van De Walle said. "Anyone
who watches them will be able
to see that."
As a team, Kent blocks really
well, averaging an impressive
2.5H blocks per set.

3
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about four months before I was

4

back to playing again, I had to
work through a lot of sen

tis

sue that built up from surgery,"
I arson said.
A native of Maltawan. Mich.
Larson never imagined missing
most of his junior year due to
injury, but still made the most ol
his time on the floor, averaging
over four rebounds a game in his
12 starts and finishing second on
the team with 17 blocked shots.
(It his 53 rebounds last sea
son, none was bigger than his
hustle play with live seconds
left against Georgia State. As
he grabbed the offensive hoard,
he kicked the ball out to team
mate loe lakuhowski who hit the
game winning three-pointer as
lime expired.
Wild all his success in limited
action last season, coach Louis
Orr is expecting more out ol
the senior this season, alter he
entered camp I0-to-12 pounds
lighter than his playing weight
last season.
In addition to the lull recovery
and die weight loss. Orr believes
Larson is moving much quicker
at both ends of the floor through
training camp this season.
I hat could be a very good sign
for li(l, as they will rely on a trio
of seniors to make their pres
encefeltat the basket.
In addition to Larson, Otis Polk
and Erik Marshall will give BO
depth up front, as they should
always have at least one player
(i-foot-7 or taller on the court.
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BACK IN THE GAME:
I to coach I
While theil Size alone won I
make them a dominant force,
Orr's abilit) to rotate big men
and not worry about fatigue
will allow all three players to
give a lull effort al both ends
ofthe court.
\K challenge lo Man . Otis

and I rikistoplaj at both ends
of the court and the) have to
rebound the basketball,' < in
said.

I'olk, who stands al 6-foot9, has seen firsthand how his
teammate has improved from
last season, as the two guard
each other ever) daj in practice.
"Il.arsonl winked real hard
this summer," i'olk said. "I
think he came a long wa)
from last \ear I in look forward to playing with him this

Taking a look
back at 1959:

vear."
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Dc-r eVat
Van De Walle thought this
week's practice was about the
same as any other.
"It was OK." she said. Ibis
season, the team personality
has been on the quiet side. It
was good and solid, so probably
about the same as every other
week,"
But something was a little
different this week.
Senior Shari Luther is now
in the NCAA's top 25 in attack
percentage this week. She leads
the MAO with a 3.75 hitting per
centage.
Van De Walle thinks a lot
of her middle hitler and her
accomplishment.
"She's always consistent and
there's never any drama with
her," Van I)e Walle said. "The
team respects her a lot and
she doesn't make a lot of mis
takes."
Van De Walle knows Luther
and the rest of the lalcons are
ready for Kent.
"It's going to he a battle.'
she said. They're a very good,
physical team. They play very
hard. We've got a lot of light
and character out on the floor,
so I think we're ready,"
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With only two matches left
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make cuts, Larson made a lull
recovery in time for his senioi

Volleyball hosts Kent State in
second to last match ofthe season
By Chris Sojka

7

6

season.

Jan. 24, 2009 was a key dale lot
I he U(i men's basketball program las) season.
On the heels of three straight
Mid-American Conference loss
es. the lalcons were looking to
turn around its season as they
traveled to Athens lor a conference match-up with Ohio.
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Editor's Note: This
is a reprint from
the Nov. 10, 1959
issue of The BG
News. This is the
seventh in a nine
week series where
we will republish
the recaps from
the undefeated
1959 Falcon football team.
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51 names to know

for the 2009-10 Mid-American Conference basketball season

©

Jessica Fortman • Jr.
Buffalo

Fortman finished second in scoring.
rebounding and shot blocking for the Bulls
last season. She scored a season-high 20
points in the MAC Tournament quarterfinals

o

Brandon Bowdry • Jr.

Buffalo

Bcwdry was named to the MAC Allbeshman Team m 2006-07. but missed
the following season due to a broken foot.
He came back strong last year, leading the
Bulls with 14.8 points per game

o

Jennifer Bushby • Sr
Ohio

lie All-MAC Third Team selection Irom

last season. Bushby led the team In steals
(56) and assists (159) while also ranking
second in scoring (11.9 points per game)
and blocl

O
'•

• . ■

Rodney Pierce • Sr.

Buffalo
■ "■'■■■

cled ti JE guard

will be looking to lead the Bulls to a MAC
East Division title. He averaged 14.3 points.
3.6 rebounds and 2.1 assists as a member of
last season's All-MAC Fust Team

O

So.

Ball State

The reigning MAC Freshman of the Year.
Baker averaged 121 points per game and
was fifth in the conference in playing time.
In 31 games, she played less than 30 minutes just four times.

©

Naama Shafir • So.
Toledo

As a freshman, Shafir averaged 11.7 points
and 4.5 assists per game Site was also
the only Rocket to start all 51 games last
season.

©

Danielle Gratton * Sr.
Ball State

A thud team All-MAC selection last
season Gratton set Ball State records for
rebounds in a season with 244. Gratton
also hit a late three-pointer to tie the MAC
title game at 51.

©

©

Mike DiNunno * So.
Northern Illinois

He was named to the MAC All-Freshman
Team, leading all MAC freshmen in scoring
(12.3 ppg), assists (262 apg). free throw
percentage (.732) and minutes played
(29.34 mpg)

©

Emily Maggert • Jr.
Ball State

©

Ball State

112 points and 7.2 rebounds per contest

reach the 1.000 point mark

Miller has earned five straight MAC Coach
of the Year awards in advancing his team
to postseason play in each season. In that
time, the Falcons have averaged 27.4 wins
per season.

Akron

Northern Illinois

One of the five returning starters for UT.
Mays had strong junior season averaging
12.5 points and 64 rebounds per game. She
also proved to be one of the top defenders
in the MAC. leading the league in steals.

Last year. Anderson was named SecondTeam All-MAC after ranking fourth in the
MAC in scoring with 16 9 points per game
He scored in double figures in 14 of 16
MAC contests

David Kool'Sr.

Western Michigan
Kool was named the MAC Freshman of
the year ago. Last year, he led the MAC in
scoring with 17.9 points per game, was the
Broncos Most Valuable Player and racked
up numerous other accolades

Lauren Prochaska • Jr.
Bowling Green
The reigning MAC Player of the Year
returns for her junior season after averaging 17.3 ppg and leading the Falcons with
222 rebounds. She was stellar from threepoint range, making 40.3 percent.

They said it:
"We're just best friends. Our chemistry on and
off the court is unreal. Were like sisters, said
teammate Tracy Pontius.
"She II always make a big shot when we need it
and listening to the crowd roar gives us a lot of
adrenaline.'' Pontius said.

FALCONS

©

Tracy Pontius • Jr.
Bowling Green

Buffalo

Brown ranked toward the top in the MAC
in scoring, rebounds and blocks. She has
been named to the Preseason All-MAC
team after being named to the Second
Team last season

Brett McKnight • Sr.

Akron

the league with a 19.3 scoring average.

Curt Miller has led his team to at least a
regular-season MAC Championship the past
five seasons. Here are the team's records
from those seasons:

Kourtney Brown • Sr.

Akron

oree a season ago. breaking the schools
single-season scoring record of 580 points
She ranked 19th in the nation and tops in

The drive for five:

'Advanced to NCAA Tournament

Kara Murphy • Jr.

Murphy was an All-MAC First Team hon-

5.1 rebounds per game. Houghton is also
only the fifth non-senior in CMU history to

•2004-05:24-8*
•2005-06:28-3"
•2006-07:32-4*
•2007-08:27-8 '
•2008-09:30-6

Hitchens was named to the all-preseason
team after averaging 88 points per game
last season while leading the Zips with 22
assists per game He was also part ol the
MAC All-Freshman Team

Darion Anderson • So.

Central Michigan

A second team All-MAC selection as a
junior. Houghton averaged 16.7 points and

Bowling Green

Toledo

Britni Houghton • Sr.

A pre-season All-MAC selection. Jones
had one of the best individual freshman
seasons in Ball State history, earning him
MAC Freshman of the Year honors with

Curt Miller • HC

Tanika Mays • Sr.

©

Kenny Hayes • Sr.
Miami

©

Jarrod Jones • So.

Anthony Hitchens • So.

Kent State

Dambrot has led the Zips to a 115-51
record in his five years at the helm. He
coached his team to a 23-13 record
last season while winning the MAC
Tournament.

with an 82.5 percent and also shot 54.2
percent from the field. She was on last
season's All-MAC Tournament team.

Eastern Michigan

man. Medlock has started 76 of 77 career
games He is the 26th player in school history to score at least 1.000 points (1.032).

©

Keith Dambrot • HC
Akron

It appeared Hayes' season-ending wrist
injury last season would be the end of
his collegiate career, but after receiving a
medical red-shut, he was named a
pre-season All-MAC team.

A very consistent free throw shooter.
Maggert was ranked 46th in the nation

Carlos Medlock • Jr.

Medlock missed the entire 2008-09 season with a broken foot. A three-year letter-

Chris Singletary • Sr.

The senior has increased his scoring aver
age each season and rs coming off a junior
season in which he scored 12.1 points per
game. As long as he keeps his fouls down.
Singletary will be a key to the KSU season.

©

©

Brandie Baker

McKnight was named to the all-preseason
team after leading the Zips in scoring a
year ago with 11.2 points per game and
being named last season's MAC Defensive
Player of the Year.

As an honorable mention All-American in
her first season as a starter. Pontius returns
to the Falcons after netting 43 percent of
her three-point attempts and dishing out
141 assists last year

Sharpshooter:
Junior Tracy Pontius came up big as a shooter last season for the Falcons, below are some
of her season highlights:
•Scored 17 points in one overtime period
against Buffalo.

Free throw glory:
Junior Lauren Prochaska is one of the best free throw shooters in
the entire country, man or woman. Here are some of her pertinent
free throwing marks from last season:

•Made a MAC Tournament record with eight
three-pointers in one game and 12 in the
whole tourney.
•Had a 32-point game in the MAC Tournament.

•Led the nation in free throw percentage last season, making 93.3
percent of her attempts.
•Made 95.5 percent of free throws in conference games only.
•Had a school record streak of 45 consectuative free throws made
and the second longest such streak (33) last season.
•Tied the school record with a perfect 12-12 performance against
Akron. Also set her career-high with 13 against Miami.

VB.

Matieka

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13 - 7:05pm
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14 - 7:3Bpn.
HSU ICE ARENA
Mtt

Preseason men's basketball poll

Preseason women's basketball poll

MAC East

MAC East

•Akron
•Kent State
•Buffalo
•Miami
•Bowling Green
•Ohio

•Bowling Green
•Kent State
•Miami
•Akron
•Ohio
•Buffalo

MAC West

MAC West
•Toledo

•Central Michigan
•Northern Illinois
•Eastern Michigan
•Ball State
•Western Michigan
•Toledo

•Ball State
•Northern Illinois
•Central Michigan
•Eastern Michigan
•Western Michigan

MAC Tournament Champion

MAC Tournament Champion
•Akron (16 first place votes)

•Akron (19 first place votes)

The BGSU icers return home to host the Nanooks in their first CCHA
weekend home series of the season...be there!

3^ I77-8GSU TICKET ! 8GSUFALCiNSC8M

UK

QUiCK CLEAN
419-35CLEAN • 1420 E Wooster St.
next to Quiznos across Irom Harshman Quad

t
i»R

Cleanest Store
Drop-Ofl Service
Open 24/7
Attended M-W 9am-6pm
Large Capacity Washers

Drop-Oil
laundry service
99c a pound!
I "i /thing
Included
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
Harm* had a great wwk
last tme around catching
Becky and pulling m for a
tie at the top o( the heap
This week we have four
topiS match upj inducing
Oh* Stale-Iowa. TCUUtah USC -Stanford and
South Florida plivs Rutgers
llv. evening

n. Miami
BG15
No. 23 South Florida

in
ANDREW HARNER
Spomfdii-.'

SEAN SHAPIRO
AssBiant Sports Ediioi

No.4TCU
vs. No. 16 Utah
TCU 195

Since Hamei and Becky have
virtually (lie same picks this week,
itslhepeitecttvnefor me to
make my move up the standings
BG 48 Miami 21

Just to make sue his bones are Miarm has only won a game1
healthy and strong, my trends
C'mon Tyler Sheehan!
and I sent Tyler Sheehan a chocoLire milk at f inkers on Tuesday
BG 27. Miami 24
BG M.Miami 12

Give me a held goal ai OT loi
the win

Fun fact fot you all. I was Ixnn
and raised m New Jersey

The "Scarlet Knights' sound Ike On. another Florida team without
a Disney Channel team that Troy Tim Tebow They don t stand a
Boh on would flay on Obvous
chance Yay. Tan Tebow1

USF2i.Roton.20

Rutgers 24. USF 10

IpxledatjanflTCUonce h
(tdn t end wel Never agam

TCU42.Uur.10
I ve had good luck picking
it-(i. H though

dim

Rutgen 29. USF 13

Rutgers 12. USF 10

Another tun (act Utah has a 20
record aoansl the teams ranked
No * r the ration over the past
two seasons.
Utah 24. TCU 21

Watching Friday N^ht Lights
makes me wish I played football
Ewept for that whole duct tap
mo-the ball-loyour-handsthinq
TCU 24. Utah 17

Tome Utatisma-,<o* the I
looks Ike a dream catcher t
hog could take mar

The only thing tougher than r<k
>ng this game is spelleng me team
names I felt lie I was taking a
5thgradespelingtest
Oie Miss 27. Tennessee 24

Though I've fad bad luck in:he
enMe state of Tennessee I spent
most ot my '.me m Missrtsw
wrththeHu
Tennessee 14. Ole Mrss 10

Ote Mitt 4 S

Tennessee 34.Oie Miss 24

No. 11 USC

Stanford makes a game out of
thrs. but USC will take n

I cant thrnk of a worse mascot
then Stanford's dancing tree

I akeady made one Trcnan |oke
tH-s season I've got nothing else

Matt BarUey s fount) streak is
realy putting a strain on our
relationshp

USC 51. Surfed 27

USC 10 5 Stanford 0

USC !l Stanford 21

USC 17. Stanford 14

Iowa's season is doomed and tl
Buckeyes ate lolling

Picking OSU makes me feel
Buckeyes« Htwleyes Eye spy
yucky Eicuiemewhilelootake AtnutswJIiM
a shower ai bleach

OSU SI. lorn M

Do you bete*e >n Meacles' I sure
hope Iowa does because lm only
PKkvig this game to catch Becky
and Hamei
Iowa IS. OSU 10

OSU 27. Iowa 24

OSU 25. Iowa H

3723

34-26

31-29

37-23

Tennessee

w. No. 25 Stanford
USC 105
No. 10 Ohio State
vs. No. IS Iowa

osFi?

BUCK$

TCU15.Ut.Wi12

Harnc* and Becky both peked
the Wjlunteeis this week hopefully Taylor passed that tilth grade
,i'il-i]'i i
Oie MKs 34. Tennessee 28

vs. Mississippi

and remember to
use your coupon books.
Also watch the BG News for
more great BG BUCKS savings
weekly or visit us online at
www.bgviews.com
to print additional coupons.

TAYIORRICHTER
Design Editor

SMunandBameilinalli
ger then tpiww acjaimt the
Rc-clHa-K ai« llwy keep their
MAC East hope! d«
BG IS. Miami 17

vs. Rutgers

usTi

SAVE BIG!

IT'S HERE!

2l4Wrsthdll
Bowling Or

Save $5

on any purchase over $25!
■ •

icx>.iudi>s.ilr items special orders *nd previous purcnasesj

Vera Bradley • Yankee Candles
Burt's Bee . plus Cool Gifts!
144 South Mam strict Downtown BowttngGraen 419/3S3-2232
expires 12 -2409

Overall record

Swimming up from H
the land down under
Bennet follows friends footsteps in
path to swimming with Falcons
By Ryan Satkowiak
Reporter
Technically speaking, freshman swimmer Emily Bonnet's
journey to Bowling Green
began years ago, bul she probably didn't know she would
end up in an Ohio farming
town.
Swimming in Australia on
the same team as sophomore
BG swimmer Sarah Burston,
Beimel followed her to the
states and onto the I'alcon
squad.
"Really the main reason
I decided to come here was
[teammate] Sarah Burston.''
Bennet said.
"I always had it in my mind
that I wanted to come to the
states, and Sarah and I swam
on the same learn in Australia,
so the choice was somewhat
easy."
While it seems improbable
that a small-town Ohio school
could land three foreign athletes
in the same sport — including
Vicky Yu from China — the story
behind how the coaching staff
ran into this Aussie is a strange
one.
"People probably think we have
all of this money for recruiting
trips and stuff," said coach Keri
Buff.
"How it happened though, is
{assistant coach Mark I low,ml
was in Australia for a wedding,
and while he was there he went
to go take a look at Sarah. He
came back and told me about
Emily. He said 'We need to get
her out here.'"

._,«»*•_

0**"**°°
M 7 eost court jtreet
txwvtng green, oho 43402
phone 419 352 4068
fox: 419 353 3966
'cM^coofllxtorc com
* thecoovsi<optnccom

^ FREE Tire Rotation
FREE Inspection

come to the states, and Sarah and I swam
• »

•M-IM',,.

Australian accent serves as a
quick memory jolt.
Despite the distance, as well
as a completely different climate
from Australia, Emily feels right
al home in Bowling Green, and
is already building memorable
moments at BG.
"It wasn't really loo hard
getting settled in." Bennet
said.
"My parents came and
dropped me off here, and the
team is really close, much closer
than it was in Australia, where
we swam and then pretty much
went off and did our own tiling.
Here we do lots of things together, not only in the water, but out
of it as well."
She is only four meets into
her collegiate career, but she
has already established herself as someone the team can
count on to get consistent
results.
"She definitely has a bright
future ahead of her," Buff
said.
Although she has been comfortable thus far in BG, there
is one thing she misses aliutii
home.
"I really miss the beach,"
Bennet said. "Oh, and the warm
weather."

FALCONS vs. Chicaa»&tate
icao^ti
PW1AY, MDYEMBE113 - 7 :30pn!W F
ANDERSON ARENA

BGSU opens the regular season at home hosting the Cougars
in the First Round of the Pre-Season WNIT. Be sure to arrive early
for a special pre-game Ring & Banner Unveiling Ceremony!

BBSU STUDENT AIMISSIOH S4
»-JlEQUIHED EY WNIT «

RQLL ALONG?

COLOR

copies

(or 20rO wm*e Sect paper omv Ofler gcod any w*n coupon
• 12/31/09

14"

aVMOU* IHI «TO» I"tt MKVKC IWIMnU
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Emily Bennei | Swimmer
They succeeded In doing
such, and Bennet has not disappointed so far. In four meets, she
has been a part of five winning
relays.
During the opening weekend on the road, she was in
essence a jack-of-all-trades,
competing in backstroke,
freestyle and one individual
medley event.
Last weekend she just did freestyle, and excelled, finishing in
the top three in all six events. In
fact, she has only finished outside of the top three in an individual event once — fourth in
the 200-yard backstroke against
Eastern Michigan.
That success can somewhat
be attributed to a comfort zone
she has achieved with her teammates.
"It doesn't seem like she has
had a difficult time adjusting," said senior captain Meg
Richardson. "She seems really
independent, which I think
has helped her a lot, and she
fit in here almost instantly. We
have a lot of fun. I almost forget she is from Australia, but
then I talk to her and remember."
It would be impossible not
to remember, as her strong

35 cent

OIL CHANGE $

tBG

100

■.i-Gwm/LKS nm

k^^

BowervThompson Student Union
hitp. booKstore.bgsu.edu
419-372-2851

BGSU-Main
133 S Main St.
Downtown Bowling Green
419-372-5310

Across from ALDI
Complete Car Care
no otwtn Discounts amr txpwu or/31/10

20% OFF
THE PURCHASE OF

BGSU Clothing &.
BGSU Imprinted Items
Noi valid witn any otner offers
Excludes textbooks One time use only
Expires 12/31/09

I
1 32 E Wooster St Bowling Green • 352-6612 • toll (ree 866-232-8449

1 FREE LESSON
with the purchase
of 3 additional lessons
( 1 lime offer per (ustomer,
volid .'BGSU ID )

lessons Available in Guitoi Classical Guitar • flee. Guitot Piano • Keyboard • Drums Classical Peicussion
Keyboard Percussion • Itumpel Soiophone • flute ■ Clarinet • trombone • French Horn
Violin Viola Oboe Vocal Music Theory & More

• A

,.

worn

• m

"I always had it in my mind that I wanted to
on the same team in Australia, so the choice
was somewhat easy."

ECOPYSHOP

SPORTS

10 Thursday, November 12.2009
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The Daily Crossword Fix

EA
SPORTS
VIRTUAL SHOWDOWN
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i 1014 6 6 24
Tyrone Pronty, WR: 9 catches for 129 yards, 2 TDs*
Willie Geter. RB: 25 carries for 115 yards, 1 TD
'This simulation was done before the season
REAL RECORD

VIRTUAL RECORD
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ACROSS
1 Magic amulet
5 With 13-Across, "Lonely Boy''
singer
9 UPS deliveries requiring payment
13 See 5-Across
14 Ship to remember
15 Related
16 Window treatment support
18 Christmas trio
19 " .... Beso (That Kiss!)": 5- &
13-Across hit
20 Prefix with China
21 Lukewarm
22 Proceed cautiously
26 The flu. for one
28 Dynamic start?
29 God
30 Most intelligent
34 Looooong time
35 Blocker of offensive TV material
37 Penn & Teller, e.g.
38 "Put your John Hancock on this
line

From

NEWS
Classified Ads
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Help Wanted

'BARTENDING' up lo $300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Pianisl lor Trinity Lutheran Church in
Wauseon, OH. has an opening tor a
paid pianist to accompany Senior
Choir for Wednesday night practice
and Sunday Service Call the church
oflice at 419-335-5651 for more info
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Fall Special:
PHOTO COURTESY Or MIAMI ATHLETICS
COACH: Miami coach Mike Haywoods team won against Toledo two weeks ago

MECCA

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, OH
419*353-5800

Management Inc.
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2 lemale guinea pigs, very friendly,
all accessories included. For more
into, e-mail abensch@bgsu edu

3 BR apts, recently updated1
619 High St. BG Available May
Call 419-308-3525

For Rent

3 BR. 1 1/2 balh townhouse. 3 miles
from campus, newly remodeled.
S725/mo ♦ util Call 419-708-9981
All new effic apt. 1220 E Wooster,
avail now. S350/mo ♦ electric,
Call 419-352-1104 lor more info.
Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory.
www bgviews.com
Sub-leaser for 2 BR apt, near campus 8 donwtown. S202/mo * elec
Call 419-202-2883 for more info
Subleaser needed,
close to campus.
Call 419-307-5869
www.mecc.abg com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

1 BR apt across from campus,
avail January 1 st, S350/mo + util,
Call 419-897-5997
311 Ridge - 3 BR house.
avail 8/15/10. nice, good location
$1200/mo Call 419-352-5882

FREE

• Minutes fn>m BGSU •

-NcarBGSU
"Private patio/entrance
'Extra storage
-Pets welcome
'Short-term leases available
'Select unit with washer/
dryer hookup

* Pet friendly community •
* Gas included #

SPECIAL
AUTUMN RATES!
Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

^^^cormorantco.coni

«

For Rent

• Apartments Available •

I 419-352-7691BHO
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Personals

APARTMENT

First Month

HOUSES!
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'10-'11 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available
Call 419-352-6064
or wwiv.froboserentals.com
for current listing

These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOSE RENTALS
500 Lehman Ave. Ii(i

2010-2011 STUDENT HOUSING
Starting 12/1/09

eventful
OS II >i -

www.meccabg.com

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2010.
ArMnrHe* included in many of our homee:
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2 Ikliins./Stlldii):

features are easy and lun to use.
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1
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Google Qkndei. and many more! New

BGYiews

i

•3 bdrm home low as 599.00.
2 blocks Ir univ. also 1/1/10 - 2 apts,
EfftRms low as S225. see
Cartyrentals com.353-0325 9a-9p

Comparable with Facebook. Twiner. iCal.

visit u' online and post your event 9

1

"Now signing 10-11 sy leases. Ig
houses- Wooster/ ask about tree Int.
Cartyrentals com/353-0325. 9a-9p
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Your Events

your upcoming events for free!

41
43
44
46
50
51
52
55
56
59
60
61
62
63
64

1
2
3
4
5
6

1 -3BR house, avail 8/15/10.
1 -3BR apt + util. avail 8/15/10.
1 -3BR house * util. avail 5/15/10.
1 -1BR effic * elec. avail 5/15/10,
1 room effic ♦ elec. avail 7/15/10
Call 419-601-3225 or 352-4773

419-372-6977

yards.

all of Bowling Green know about

12

Riot squad spray
Weighty obligation
Harry Potter's creator
'«
Bit of granola
Bamboo-eating critters
superiority: obvious confidence
33 Partner of turn
7 Juan's "one"
35 " . vidi. vici":
8 Was in first place
Caesar's boast
9 King Arthur's realm
36 Mountain goat's
U
**
10 Giraffe relative
perch
"
11 "Lei's eat!"
39 Words after "Look.
12 Like a catty remark
Ma"
14 Expensive furs
40 Sanctified
17 Dance company
41
Way
beyond pleasfounder Alvin
ingly plump
21 La., on old U.S. maps
42 Prez on a penny
23 Bug in a colony
44 Kind of electricity
w a 24 "_ Said": Ned
45 Big name in garden
Diamond hit
care
25 Minimum-range tide
46 Rabbit look-alikes
26 March 15th. e.g.
M
47 Smooths, as hair
27 First of 13 popes
u
30 '
Believes in Me": 48 Smidgen of sand
49 Tests by lifting
Kenny Rogers hit
31 His name wound up 53 Greek T
54 Vintage Jaguars
on a lemon
56 Planet
32 Plaintiff
57 Toy magnate
Desert rest stops
Schwarz
Chaplin's fourth wife
58 Like cool cats
Weepy people
Sports show staple
Orderly display
Has a meal
Repair
ANSWERS
Reddish horse
No longer in trouble
Oklahoma city
s v o d
0 s 0
N s s
Numerical relationship
3 i
3 ■o
N 3
OMN v o u
One-named Deco artist
" 00H 1HX
X
5
A
V
Personnel dept. IDs
I
' 13 « 1 iH 0 1 M ou u1 VH
n
} tt i
Greenish-yellow pear
s H i e y 0 S
V N 0 o
Treos and tPhones. briefly
s 3 s * 0
3 H'N 9 1 s
1 3
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d
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Will.
Thai would be huge. 1 don't
think about the rivalry much.''
Freddie Barnes said.
That
would he big. because, me
personally, I've never heat
Miami."
In addition to the rivalry
aspects of the game, H(i will also
be carrying momentum after a
30-29 last second w in last week
against Buffalo.
Against the Hulls, BG trailed
by 13-points. but a late fourth
quarter drive conducted by
Sheehan ended with Barnes
hauling in a game winning
touchdown pass with 39 seconds remaining.
The Sheehan to Barnes connection could prove deadly to
Miami as the duo has combined
for 10 touchdowns this season
and the latter is the nation's
leading receiver in catches and

With BG Views Events you can let

"

:
"

FOOTBALL

A win would also improve BG's
record to 5-.r>. and keep their slim
MAC Last title hopes alive and
the outside possibility of getting
a bowl bid.
That in itself would be revenge
enough for Sheehan, who was
once told he wasn't good enough
to play for the Red I lawks.
"It's either win or go home, 1
think that gives us something
else to focus on." Sheehan
said.

TV
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This week's top performers:
Tyler Sheehan, QB: 23-38.265 yards, 3 TDs
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The BG News did a computer-simulation of BG's season on EA Sports
NCAA 10 video game. Before each game, we'll post the results.
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Furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Lerge yards •
lend 2 car gtfittges

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

/A

STOP
by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2010-2011
• We have Efficiencies, I Bedroom ami 2 Bedroom Apartments,
■ In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases avalla
Microwaves
Walk in closets

Most rwrntt^WEW or REMODELED

3-6 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com GUMMUM. MC

• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, IN
319 K. WiHisler Street. Kimlinu Green, OH
I ni .ih <l Across From Taco Hell.
RENTAL OFFICE 1419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday lo Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
wwtt.johnncwlot erealcstate.com

